
6 responses

Summary See complete responses

How did the course meet your learning objectives?

Not met Fully met

1 - Not met 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 2 33%

4 3 50%

5 - Fully met 1 17%

Comments and suggestions

Given my level of expertise, I only learned new things during the second half of the training. Note that this does not mean

that there is a problem with the course! Very good course!

How was the duration of the course?

Too short. Definitely too long.

1 - Too short. 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 4 67%

4 2 33%

5 - Definitely too long. 0 0%

Comments and suggestions

we did it in four days instead of five. Because our group was quite experienced already, this was a good idea. In our case it

was a bit too long. We decided to leave a few things out (such as GIT) So the last 3/4 day was filled with discussion, which i

personally found not so interesting

How helpful were the lecture materials?
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Not helpful. Very useful

1 - Not helpful. 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 4 67%

5 - Very useful 2 33%

Comments and suggestions

Too few stuff about DMA on different platforms (IDE, SATA, USB etc) and no elaboration about scatter/gather on the diffrent

platforms. Low power is there, but no materials on high performce issues and techniques; how to use the hardware

optimal. The sheets are very good, even without following the training they are useful. Especially the practical labs were

very helpful.

Will you recommend these materials to others?

No. Definitely

1 - No. 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 2 33%

5 - Definitely 4 67%

Comments and suggestions

I already used the materials several times in my daily work before the course.

If you have Linux project opportunities, will you use these materials again in the future?

No Definitely

1 - No 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 4 67%

5 - Definitely 2 33%

Comments and suggestions

I will keep the course material on my desk at work, for fast documentation lookup.
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How knowledgeable was the instructor?

Not enough for meMore than enough

1 - Not enough for me 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 3 50%

5 - More than enough 3 50%

Comments and suggestions

The instructor had useful answers to every question asked. Thomas is very knowledgeable.

Did instructor oral explanations add value to the lecture materials?

Not much Definitely

1 - Not much 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 3 50%

5 - Definitely 3 50%

Comments

Instructor didn't just read out the sheets, but was able to add useful background information. Thomas explains

stuff in a clear way and he speaks very good English.

How well did the instructor answer questions from the audience?

Poorly Very well

1 - Poorly 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 3 50%

5 - Very well 3 50%

Suggestions and comments

The instructor had useful answers to every question asked.
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Was the instructor helpful with practical labs?

No Definitely

1 - No 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 3 50%

5 - Definitely 3 50%

Comments and suggestions

besides the lab with the serial framework, a lab with another framework would be nice as well (i.e. Ethernet-

over-USB gadget driver). a lab with SystemTap would be nice as well. Yes. In case of problems he helped solving

them.

How useful were the training labs?

Not useful. Very useful.

1 - Not useful. 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 2 33%

4 2 33%

5 - Very useful. 2 33%

Comments and suggestions

Personally i found writing the complete serial driver a bit overkill. But this could be due to the fact that i have

already done so during my daily work. So it was not completely new for me. I think the training labs are very good,

and they make this course as good as it is now...

How difficult were the training labs?

Too difficult. Too easy.

1 - Too difficult. 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 5 83%

4 1 17%

5 - Too easy. 0 0%

Comments and suggestions
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We didn't have big problems during the labs. They we're easy, but not too easy. The labs were

difficult enough, and did explain only the minimum stuff that was necessary... this forces you to think for

yourself, look up the information on the slides that were just presented and to really start learning the topics that

were covered by the course.

Was enough time dedicated to practical labs?

Not enough timeToo much time

1 - Not enough time 0 0%

2 1 17%

3 4 67%

4 1 17%

5 - Too much time 0 0%

Comments and suggestions

The number of practical labs was OK, but some of them could have been a bit shorter I did have

less experience than my colleagues, which made the course go a bit too quick for me... I wasn't able to finish all

practical labs because of this. However this was not because of the course material delivered by Free Electrons,

since there was time left at the end of the course. So just bad luck for me, that my colleagues were very

experienced in this field already... Maybe it is a good idea to have some sort of "side program" for people that are

finished very early, which gives the other people ti ...

How do you rate training conditions (room size, equipment, environment)?

Poor Very good

1 - Poor 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 4 67%

4 1 17%

5 - Very good 1 17%

Comments and suggestions

It's too bad that the Calao hardware is not there too keep. It might not be the best piece of hardware

(there are better pieces of hardware available for a similar price) However it is a nice thing to use at home for

practice
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How do you rate the training equipment (mainly computers)?

Poor. Very good.

1 - Poor. 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 5 83%

4 1 17%

5 - Very good. 0 0%

Comments and suggestions

Own laptop We used laptops from the company (and some private laptops) We had an on site

training with our own computers and some computer provided by our company. The course was held at

the development centre of our company... they do have learning PCs but they have Windows installed on

them. We were not allowed to reinstall these PC with Ubuntu. This forced us to use some old company

laptops and private laptops. But this worked quite well, and this situation wasn't caused by the Free

Electrons but it was caused by the facilities that were made available by our company.

How well was the course organized (program, registration, schedule...)?

Not well Very well

1 - Not well 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 2 33%

4 3 50%

5 - Very well 1 17%

Comments and suggestions

How much did you learn?

Not much A lot

1 - Not much 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 2 33%

4 2 33%

5 - A lot 2 33%
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Comments and suggestions

Given my level of expertise, I only learned new things during the second half of the training.

Note that this does not mean that there is a problem with the course!

How useful should this course be in your daily job?

Not useful Very useful.

1 -Not useful 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 3 50%

5 -Very useful. 3 50%

Comments and suggestions

I'm new in my job (just started for a few months ago) but I will use these techniques

almost daily, so the course is very useful!

Would you recommend this course to others?

No Yes, definitely

1 -No 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 2 33%

5 -Yes, definitely 4 67%

Comments and suggestions

What part(s) of the course did you like most?

Learned most about the way device driver framework is setup and the internal works Locking,

Debuging, DMA - lab: writing the serial driver making using of the serial framework - lab: openocd +

kgdb - lecture: mmap - lecture: memory management The part about Locking and the Kernel driver

structure The part about the unified device model. This is not much information available about this

model on the Internet and in books. all

What part(s) of the course did you like least?

There where some topic we already knew, but these where skipped or just mentioned shortly, there

rest of the topics where all intressed I/O memory and ports the lectures in day 1, because I
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already knew them The part about memory mapped IO, because i didn't learn anything new.

The basics about device drivers (this was something I already knew). none, but because of my

limited knowledge it was difficult enough for me to focus on the device driver development itself.

For that reason the topics that were a bit "off topic" (like power management, debugging) were

less relevant for me, although still ...

Overall rating

Very disappointing Excellent

1 -Very disappointing 0 0%

2 0 0%

3 0 0%

4 0 0%

5 1 17%

6 4 67%

7 -Excellent 1 17%

Comments and suggestions

Very minor remark: the instructor had a French accent.

An extra session?

No Yes, definitely

1 -No 1 17%

2 1 17%

3 2 33%

4 2 33%

5 -Yes, definitely 0 0%

Comments

- No DMA some subjects from "Essential Device Drivers" - More advanced topics. For

my former employee I already did the "Embedded System Development" course... this course

was a very good successor for that.

What prompted you to choose Free Electrons?
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Geographical proximity (public sessions only) 0 0%

Availability for on-site sessions 2 33%

Trainer 0 0%

Open training materials that can be checked in advance 2 33%

Language 0 0%

Hardware giveaway (public sessions only) 0 0%

Access to full feedback from participants to previous sessions 1 17%

Cost 1 17%

Not applicable - My management made the decision 3 50%

Other 0 0%
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How did you first learn about Free Electrons?
Course recommended by previous participants 0 0%

Internet search engines 2 33%

Technical resources on the Free Electrons website 2 33%

Presentations in conferences 0 0%

Free Electrons chosen by my management 2 33%

Other 0 0%

Number of daily responses
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